
4-wheel laser alignment system650



The LiteAlign system has been designed by our UK 
engineers to ease the day-to-day operations of a busy 
workshop without compromising on accuracy or 
strength. Over twenty years of experience has gone into 
making LiteAlign one of the industry’s leading wheel 
alignment manufacturers.

Our heritage means we bring knowledge and authority to our products, 
whilst our state-of-the-art production facilities and innovative approach 
to new ideas provide us with the scope to be at the top our game, leading 
from the front and pioneering new technologies so that we can provide 
our customers with the ultimate in 4-wheel alignment technology.

Offering competitive pricing, readily available parts, exceptional service 
and aftersales support, LiteAlign is the go-to manufacturer for garages 
and workshops across the UK.

About us



The 650 is the most advanced of our systems; it comes with 
AUTODATA database capabilities as well as an integral electronic 
Camber Caster gauge, easy to read red/green results which can 
be printed, digital spirit level and a battery status display in the 
measuring unit.  This is the definitive 4-wheel alignment solution, 
incorporating all the features of our 450 plus cutting edge new 
wireless technology for the ultimate wheel alignment package.

650

STARTING FROM 

£3145 + VAT

STAINLESS STEEL 
anti-corrosive frame is built to tolerate  
excessive handling within a garage or 
workshop  envienvironment  

INTERGRATED SPIRIT LEVEL
designed to guarantee repeatability 
and precision, delivering automatic  
accuracy every time.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM 
CONSTRUCTION  
for ease-of-use and 
portability whilst  
ensuring a consistently 
consummate  
performance

NYLON 66 RIM BUTTON  
designed to extend the equipment’s 
life span and withstand high usage by 
protecting the rim

POWDER COAT FINISH 
ensures a long lifespan and  
protects against excessive wear

FULLY INTEGRATED DIGITAL DISPLAY   
makes results immediately available 
without requiring a connection to a PC

650 Wall Rack
Computer four wheel laser aligner with wall 
mount rack (Includes wall mount rack with built-in 
charging, Autodata data base, computer, printer, two 
front heads, two rear flags, Steering clamp, brake 
pedal depressor and a set turn discs)

    650 Wall Rack 
Package 

   £3145 + VAT

Built in charging

STEEL POWDER COATED RACK 
for superior protection in a 
harsh workshop environment, 
designed to look smart whilst 
being robust enough to cope 
with the daily demands.

WALL MOUNTED RACK 
facilitates the convenient 
and compact storage of the 
wheel alignment gauges and 
accessories

ON RACK CHARGING 
is cleverly designed to maximise workshop 
space whilst simultaneously charging to 
allow for uninterrupted usage.



Accessories

Rack legs

Set of legs to fit our wall rack

£90.00

650 Trolley
Computer four wheel laser aligner 
with trolley (includes trolley mount 
storage with built in charging, 
Autodata data base, computer, 
printer, two front heads, two rear 
flags, Steering clamp, brake pedal 
depressor and a set turn discs)

 650 Trolley Package 
£3195 + VAT

AUTODATA DATABASE  
with red/green display Our easy-to-read 
printout results are designed to highlight 
when a vehicle is in/out of parameter

FULL COLOUR MONITOR PC
fully load with software and complete 
with keyboard and mouse

STRING STEEL POWDER COATED TROLLEY  
is a smart cabinet that houses the PC, charger 
and colour printer; designed to look smart 
whilst being robust enough to withstand even 
the harshest of workshop environments

PRINTER
For customer 
printouts

CONVENIENT AND COMPACT 
GAUGES STORAGE  
allows for the safe and 
space saving storage of the 
equipment when not in use

TROLLEY WHEELS
for easy movement 
around the workshop



Unit 7 Sadler Park
Earlsfield Close
Lincoln
LN6 3RT

sales@quarkmotorsport.co.uk 
+44(0)1522 688 966


